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The Jesus I Never Knew Philip Yancey
The traces of God can be found in the most unexpected places--an Atlanta slum, a pod of whales off the coast of
Alaska, the prisons of Peru and Chile, the plays of Shakespeare, a health club in Chicago--yet many Christians have
not only missed seeing God, they’ve overlooked opportunities to make him visible to those most in need of hope. In
this enlightening book author Philip Yancey serves as an insightful tour guide for those willing to look beyond the
obvious, pointing out glimpses of the eternal where few might think to look. Whether finding God among the
newspaper headlines, within the church, or on the job, Yancey delves deeply into the commonplace and surfaces with
rich spiritual insight. Finding God in Unexpected Places takes readers from Ground Zero to the Horn of Africa, and
each stop along the way reveals footprints of God, touches of his truth and grace that prompt readers to search
deeper within their own lives for glimpses of transcendence.
“Why does the church stir up such negative feelings?” Philip Yancey has been asking this all his life as a journalist. His
perennial question is more relevant now than ever: in a twenty-year span starting in the mid-nineties, research shows
that favorable opinions of Christianity have plummeted drastically—and opinions of Evangelicals have taken even
deeper dives. The end of the politics-oriented Evangelicalism that was so dominant in the second half of the 20th
century is a strong example that we are living in a post-Christian culture. Yet while the opinions about Christianity are
dropping, interest in spirituality is rising. Why the disconnect? Why are so many asking, “What’s so good about the
“Good News?” Yancey’s writing has focused on the search for honest faith that makes a difference for a world in pain.
In his landmark book What’s So Amazing about Grace he issued a call for Christians to be as grace-filled in their
behavior as they are in declaring their beliefs. But people inside and outside the church are still thirsty for grace.
What the church lacked in its heyday is now exactly what it needs to recover to thrive. Grace can bring together
Christianity and our post-Christian culture, inviting outsiders as well as insiders to take a deep second look at why our
faith matters and about what could reignite its appeal to future generations. How can Christians offer grace in a way
that is compelling to a jaded society? And how can they make a difference in a world that cries out in need? Yancey
aims this book at Christian readers, showing them how Christians have lost respect, influence, and reputation in a
newly post-Christian culture. “Why do they hate us so much?” mystified Americans ask about the rest of the world. A
similar question applies to evangelicals in America. Yancey explores what may have contributed to hostility toward
Evangelicals, especially in their mixing of faith and politics instead of embracing more grace-filled ways of presenting
the gospel. He offers illuminating stories of how faith can be expressed in ways that disarm even the most cynical
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critics. Then he explores what is Good News and what is worth preserving in a culture that thinks it has rejected
Christian faith.
New York Times bestselling author Kathie Lee Gifford reveals heartwarming, entertaining conversations between
people and personalities who both agree and disagree about who Jesus is, his role throughout history, and his
presence in our lives today. For decades Kathie Lee has had deep conversations about her faith with anyone who is
interested in talking about it. What she discovered early on is most people are very willing to talk about Jesus:
atheists, agnostics, Scientologists, Jews, broken-hearted Catholics, confused Baptists, Pentecostals, Sikhs, Buddhists,
and Hindus alike. While some of the people Kathie Lee has spoken with do not share her belief that Jesus is the
Messiah—as prophesied for centuries by prophets in the Hebrew scriptures—they nonetheless have a universal
fascination with Him. This singular man who lived more than two thousand years ago, and never traveled more than
one hundred miles from where He was born, managed to change the entire world. Even the way we delineate history
(BC/AD) comes from His short thirty-three years of life. In The Jesus I Know, Kathie Lee shares cherished conversations
that she’s had with others who find Jesus to be an ancient historical figure who somehow continues to be an
undeniably magnetic, relevant presence in the modern world. Those conversations include actors like Kristin
Chenoweth and Cynthia Garrett, with stories of Craig Ferguson and Kevin Costner, newsmakers and news
personalities like Kris Jenner, Megyn Kelly, Jason Kennedy, and Janice Dean, performers like Chynna Phillips Baldwin,
Brian Welch, Jimmie Allen, and Jimmy Wayne, hitmakers like Louis York and David Pomeranz, as well as those coming
from other faith traditions. Using Kathie Lee’s favorite Scripture passages as scaffolding, these thought-provoking
exchanges will bring His teachings to life before your very eyes.
In a world where atheism is a growing movement, especially in the university setting, it’s typical for students today to
face doubts about the Christian faith. In fact, many have wondered at one time or another if the Bible stories about
Jesus could possibly be true. Is there any way to back up what we’ve heard with real evidence? Can false information
be discredited with historical proof? Now students can join Greg Monette as he explores the fascinating basis for belief
in the biblical Jesus. Readers can trek through the ancient historical sources, biblical archaeology, and recent
discoveries to uncover the facts about what Jesus really said and did—His birth, His miracles, His claims, and His
resurrection. Written for believers, skeptics, and the non-expert, this book will help readers discover where history
and faith collide— and it just might change everything.
“The God I Never Knew gives life-changing insight into the mystery of the Holy Spirit.”—Craig Groeschel, senior pastor
of Life.Church and author of Dangerous Prayers Many people find the Holy Spirit mysterious and confounding. Why is
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the third person in the Godhead—the one Jesus said would be the believer’s ultimate source of truth and comfort—the
source of such confusion? In The God I Never Knew, Robert Morris clearly explains that the Holy Spirit’s chief desire is
for relationship—to offer us the encouragement and guidance of a trusted friend. This insightful and biblically-based
book—including a small group study guide—moves beyond theological jargon, religious tradition, and cultural
misconceptions to clarify what the Holy Spirit promises to do in your life: · Dwell within you · Be your helper · Guide
you into all truth · Comfort you · Pray for you · Show you things to come · Never leave you It’s time to experience the
Holy Spirit in a fresh, new way to meet the God you may have never known.
Revised and Updated
The Jesus Book
The Acts of the Apostles
Six Sessions on the Life of Christ
Church: Why Bother?
The Jesus I Never Knew Study Guide
Three Questions No One Asks Aloud
This resource for small groups can help participants experience the Jesus they may never
have known.
Do you know the real story behind the New Testament? We all share a fascination for
discovering ‘the rest of the story.’ We enjoy learning the behind-the-scenes facts about
seemingly familiar events. In The New Testament You Never Knew, well-known Bible scholars
N.T. Wright and Michael F. Bird team up to take you on a tour of the explosive story
behind the story of the New Testament. You will discover things you never knew about...
The political upheaval of the day that made the nature of Jesus' coming so unexpected The
underlying meanings behind Jesus' parables and miracles The Kingdom of God and why
everything about it was so shocking The resurrection and why, despite repeated
predictions, no one saw it coming The mission of the church and how it is more complex
than we realize The transforming power of Jesus and how it can still turn the world
upside down today Through reading the New Testament we continually discover that God
indeed keeps his promises, but those promises don’t always look like what people
expected. Especially when it comes to Jesus. So, come join the journey to discover why
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N.T. Wright calls the New Testament "one of the most explosive books ever written." The
study guide (DVD/video streaming sold separately) includes teaching notes, discussion
questions, Bible exploration, personal study and reflection materials, as well as
interesting facts about the New Testament. Sessions include: The Books of the New
Testament The World of Jesus and the Apostles The Life and Death of Jesus The
Resurrection of Jesus The Ministry of the Apostle Paul The Early Christians and the
Church The Mission of the Church The Creation of the New Testament Designed for use with
The New Testament You Never Knew Video Study (9780310085287), sold separately.
What happens when a respected Christian journalist decides to put his preconceptions
aside and take a long look at the Jesus described in the Gospels? How does the Jesus of
the New Testament compare to the ''new, rediscovered' Jesus -- or even the Jesus we think
we know so well? Best-selling author Phillip Yancey says, 'The Jesus I got to know in
writing this book is very different from the Jesus I learned about in Sunday school. In
some ways he is more comforting; in some ways more terrifying.' Yancey offers a new and
different perspective on the life of Christ and his work -- his teaching, his miracles,
his death and resurrection -- and ultimately, who he was and why he came. Relating the
gospel events to the world we live in today, The Jesus I Never Knew gives a moving and
refreshing portrait of the central figure of history. With a willingness to tackle
difficult questions, Yancey looks at the radical words of this itinerant Jewish carpenter
and asks whether we are taking him seriously enough in our own day and age. From the
manger in Bethlehem to the cross in Jerusalem, Yancey presents a complex character who
generates questions as well as answers; a disturbing and exhilarating Jesus who wants to
radically transform your life and stretch your faith. The Jesus I Never Knew uncovers a
Jesus who is brilliant, creative, challenging, fearless, compassionate, unpredictable,
and ultimately satisfying. This honest book will help you discover a different Jesus from
the flannelgraph Sunday school figure, the sweetly smiling Victorian Savior, and all the
cultural clichés that have tamed Jesus and kept him in comfortable religious boxes.
According to Yancey, 'No one who meets Jesus ever stays the same. In the end I found the
process of writing this book to be a great act of faith-strengthening. Jesus has rocked
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my own preconceptions and has made me ask hard questions about why those of us who bear
his name don't do a better job of following him.'
How to have faith—or even think about God—without having to stifle modern rational
thought is one of the most vital challenges facing many of us today. Marcus J. Borg,
author of the bestselling Meeting Jesus Again for the First Time, traces his personal
spiritual journey to the discovery of an authentic yet fully contemporary understanding
of God. In a compelling, readable way, he leads us from the distant, authoritarian God of
our childhood to an equally powerful, dynamic adult image of God—"the beyond in our
midst," the life spirit that is within us and all around us—that reconciles faith with
science, history, critical thinking, and religious pluralism.
Insights from Philip Yancey's personal pilgrimage away from and back to the church. Why
are there so many more professing Christians than churchgoing Christians? Is it because
something is wrong with the church? In his candid, thought-provoking manner, awardwinning author Philip Yancey reveals the reasons behind his own journey back from
skepticism to wholehearted participation in the church, and weighs the church's human
failings against its compelling worth as the body of Christ. Yancey does not whitewash
the church's faults, rather he sets them against the overwhelming balance of its
strengths: its heart for God, its care for the hurting, its outreach to the lost, and its
value as family and community.
The Jesus I Never Knew Participant's Guide
Sepher Toldoth Yeshu and the Quest of the Historical Jesus in Jewish Sources
The Jesus I Know
The Jesus of Suburbia
The Marvel of Bearing God's Image
The Jesus I Wish I Knew in High School
“You have a call, Elder Wilder.” When missionary Micah Wilder set his sights on bringing a Baptist congregation
into the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints, he had no idea that he was the one about to be changed. Yet
when he finally came to know the God of the Bible, Micah had no choice but to surrender himself—no matter the
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consequences. For a passionate young Mormon who had grown up in the Church, finding authentic faith meant
giving up all he knew: his community, his ambitions, and his place in the world. Yet as Micah struggled to
reconcile the teachings of his Church with the truths revealed in the Bible, he awakened to his need for God’s
grace. This led him to be summoned to the door of the mission president, terrified but confident in the testimony
he knew could cost him everything. Passport to Heaven is a gripping account of Micah’s surprising journey from
living as a devoted member of a religion based on human works to embracing the divine mercy and freedom that
can only be found in Jesus Christ.
This book presents a dynamic picture of Jesus and relates this picture to Jesus' fundamental and underlying
relationship with his Father through the Holy Spirit. The concrete expression of that relationship in Jesus' life,
ministry, death, and resurrection is presented in a unified manner, avoiding the pitfall of majoring on only one of
these aspects. This holistic and dynamic picture of Jesus in intimate fellowship with his Father through the Spirit
gives the readers a valuable glimpse into the mystery of the Trinity and invites them to reflect on what it means
to follow Jesus as individuals and as communities in the context of the twenty-first century with its many
challenges.
The Jesus I Never KnewZondervan
We live in a cynical age in which only one prejudice is tolerated--anti-Christian bigotry. Yet despite the unbridled
slanders and attacks against the faith, one powerful truth is undeniable: if Christ had never been born, nearly
every facet of human life would be much more miserable than it is today. Arranged topically and presenting
compelling, little-known historical facts, What If Jesus Had Never Been Born? clearly demonstrates that an
enormous array of benefits to humankind--from economics to art to government, science to civil liberties,
morality to health, and beyond--would never have occurred had Jesus Christ not lived.
It's been two thousand years since the Son of God came into the world. And yet, regrettably, today's leading
pastors and theologians still can't agree on the meaning and purpose of His coming. In this book, Maurie
Daigneau offers a deeply personal, well-researched, and biblically sound and encouraging solution to that
problem. The Gospel You've Never Heard is an invitation to all who want to live their lives in accordance with
the will of God and make their relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ the priority of their lives. "Daigneau helps
us to see beyond words about the Gospel to the meaning of the Gospel as it applies to our moment-by-moment
living." - Roger C. Palms, bestselling author and former editor of Decision magazine "A more accurate
understanding of the 'Good News' that will help all of us live by faith and understand how we can take on the
mind of Christ." - Doug Kingsriter, former NFL player "A powerful personal polemic against easy believism and a
lack of understanding of the biblical gospel, logically presented and Scripturally defended." - Dr. R. Bruce Bickel,
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founder and president, Transformational Leadership Group "This book is for all who desire genuine change into
the sanctifying life of Christ. It is a call to wholeheartedly obey the LORD Jesus." - Fr. David Masterson, founder,
Gaudete Ministries "In a time of declining global Christianity Maurie Daigneau presents clarity and truth not
seen in contemporary Christian writing." - Michael Maroney, president and CEO, Luxury to Legacy
The Bible Jesus Read
How Real Friendship with the Holy Spirit Can Change Your Life
Fall Recklessly in Love with Jesus
Lost Christianities
A Memoir
The God I Never Knew
How Porn Liberated Me from Hollywood
A stunningly innovative visual edition of this award-winning book---designed to appeal to spiritual seekers and visually oriented readers. Philip
Yancey's What's So Amazing About Grace? won the Book of the Year Award in 1998 and has sold over one million copies since it was first published
in 1997. Now this innovative visual edition uses the life-transforming content of Yancey's message and makes it accessible to a whole new audience.
This visually rich book takes portions of the text of the original book and illustrates the themes and messages with provocative full-color photography
and graphic illustrations. The creators of this visual edition designed it with the needs of contemporary postmodern readers in mind: both spiritual
seekers and the younger, more visually oriented readers of today's culture. By combining Yancey's engaging style with striking images that enhance
and illuminate the message, this unique book enables readers to 'experience grace' as they interact with the powerfully imaginative format. With deep
personal honesty Yancey paints true portraits of grace's life-changing power as he searches for its presence in his own life and the life of the church. He
explores grace---God's love for the undeserving---while challenging Christians to become living answers to a world that desperately wants to know:
What's so amazing about grace?
The earliest of the four Gospels, the book portrays Jesus as an enigmatic figure, struggling with enemies, his inner and external demons, and with his
devoted but disconcerted disciples. Unlike other gospels, his parables are obscure, to be explained secretly to his followers. With an introduction by
Nick Cave
The pressure of being a teenager can be overwhelming. School, sports, jobs, and relationships all press in at the same time. But the hardest thing can be
feeling alone, that you have no one to share your most difficult problems with. In The Jesus I Wish I Knew in High School, thirty authors from many
different backgrounds come together to say, We get itand Jesus gets it too. Heres who Jesus is and how he wants to meet you in this intense time. Hear
from authors such as Scott Sauls, Sandra McCracken, Michelle Reyes, Jen Pollock Michel, David Zahl, and others as they share firsthand stories of
bullying, eating disorders, pregnancy, addiction, racism, family conflict, expectations, and the intense pressure to achieve. See how their encounters
with Jesus brought healing, rest, and purpose to their lives and hear what they wish they knew earlier: when you know Jesus, you know what its like to
be perfectly loved and accepted, have hope for the future, and experience grace and mercy when you mess up. Edited by Cameron Cole and
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Charlotte Getz of Rooted Ministry, The Jesus I Wish I Knew in High School, will help you discover the love, freedom, affection, and acceptance we all
so desperately long forin Jesus.
Jefferson regarded Jesus as a moral guide rather than a divinity. In his unique interpretation of the Bible, he highlights Christ's ethical teachings,
discarding the scriptures' supernatural elements, to reflect the deist view of religion.
Philip Yancey probes the very heartbeat of our relationship with God: prayer. What is prayer? Does it change God's mind or ours or both? This book
is an invitation to communicate with God the Father who invites us into an eternal partnership through prayer. Polls reveal that 90 percent of people
pray. Yet prayer, which should be the most nourishing and uplifting time of the believer's day, can also be frustrating, confusing, and fraught with
mystery. Writing as a fellow pilgrim, bestselling author Philip Yancey probes such questions as: Is God listening? Why should God care about me? If
God knows everything, what's the point of prayer? Why do answers to prayer seem so inconsistent? Why does God sometimes seem close and
sometimes seem far away? How can I make prayer more satisfying? In this powerful read, Yancey tackles the tough questions and, in the process,
comes up with a fresh new approach to this timeless topic. "I have learned to pray as a privilege, not a duty," he says, and he invites you to join him on
this all-important journey.
The Forgotten Jesus and the Trinity You Never Knew
The Life and Morals of Jesus of Nazareth
Prayer
The Question That Never Goes Away
Finding God in Unexpected Places
Authorized King James Version
The Wrong Jesus

In this searing meditation on the bonds of family and the allure of extremist faith, one of today’s most
celebrated Christian writers recounts his unexpected journey from a strict fundamentalist upbringing to
a life of compassion and grace—a revelatory memoirthat “invites comparison to Hillbilly Elegy”
(Publishers Weekly, starred review). “This stunning tale reminds us that the only way to keep living is to
ask God for the impossible: love, forgiveness, and hope.”—Kate Bowler, New York Times bestselling
author of Everything Happens for a Reason Raised by an impoverished widow who earned room and
board as a Bible teacher in 1950s Atlanta, Philip Yancey and his brother, Marshall, found ways to
venture out beyond the confines of their eight-foot-wide trailer. But when Yancey was in college, he
uncovered a shocking secret about his father’s death—a secret that began to illuminate the motivations
that drove his mother to extreme, often hostile religious convictions and a belief that her sons had been
ordained for a divine cause. Searching for answers, Yancey dives into his family origins, taking us on an
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evocative journey from the backwoods of the Bible Belt to the bustling streets of Philadelphia; from
trailer parks to church sanctuaries; from family oddballs to fire-and-brimstone preachers and childhood
awakenings through nature, music, and literature. In time, the weight of religious and family pressure
sent both sons on opposite paths—one toward healing from the impact of what he calls a “toxic faith,”
the other into a self-destructive spiral. Where the Light Fell is a gripping family narrative set against a
turbulent time in post–World War II America, shaped by the collision of Southern fundamentalism with
the mounting pressures of the civil rights movement and Sixties-era forces of social change. In piecing
together his fragmented personal history and his search for redemption, Yancey gives testament to the
enduring power of our hunger for truth and the possibility of faith rooted in grace instead of fear. “I
truly believe this is the one book I was put on earth to write,” says Yancey. “So many of the strands
from my childhood—racial hostility, political division, culture wars—have resurfaced in modern form.
Looking back points me forward.”
The Jesus the Jews never knew provides a fascinating look into the world in which the gospels were
invented. Every literary source ever advanced by serious scholars as being a reference to a historical
Jesus is examined and found to be nothing of the sort.
How does the Jesus of the New Testament compare to the Jesus we think we know so well? Join
bestselling author Philip Yancey as he conducts an enlightening biblical and historical investigation into
the real Jesus. From the manger in Bethlehem to the cross in Jerusalem, Philip Yancey presents a
complex character who generates questions as well as answers--a disturbing and exhilarating Jesus who
wants to radically transform your life and stretch your faith. In The Jesus I Never Knew, Yancey: Cuts
through existing views and preconceptions of Jesus, citing experts from church history, modern history,
and popular culture Discusses how different people and cultures view Jesus Dissects popular quotes
about Jesus Points us back to the Bible The Jesus I Never Knew will engage your heart, mind, emotions,
and senses, preparing you for a new, life-changing encounter with the real Jesus described in the
Gospels. Praise for The Jesus I Never Knew: "This is the best book about Jesus I have ever read, probably
the best book about Jesus in the whole century. Yancey gently took away my blinders and blazed the
trail through my own doubting fears, pious know-it-all, and critical balderdash until I saw the Savior
anew and thought I heard him ask me, 'Now whom do you say that I am?' and I understood the question
as I never had before." --Lewis B. Smedes, Senior Professor, Fuller Seminary "Philip Yancey takes the
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reader with him on his very personal journey to Jesus. In The Jesus I Never Knew, I became convinced
that the Jesus I met--in some ways for the first time--has known me all along. This book is destined to
become a favorite--to recommend to those still seeking Jesus and to pass along to those who've met
him, but long to know him more." --Elisa Morgan, President Emerita, MOPS International
Professor Wells argues that there was no historical Jesus, and in thus arguing he deals with the many
recent writers who have interpreted the historical Jesus as some kind of political figure in the struggle
against Rome, and calls in evidence the many contemporary theologians who agree with some of his
arguments about early Christianity. The question at issue is what all the evidence adds up to. Does it
establish that Jesus did or did not exist? Professor Wells concludes that the latter is the more likely
hypothesis.This challenge to received thinking by both Christians and non-Christians is supported by
much documentary evidence, and Professor Wells carefully examines all the relevant problems and
answers all the relevant questions. He deliberately avoids polemic and speculation, and sticks so far as
possible to the known facts and to rational inferences from the facts.
An empowering, sex-positive, behind-the-scenes look at both Hollywood and the porn industry in this
celebrity memoir unlike any other. Perfect for fans of Pleasure Activism and How to Make Love Like a
Porn Star. Maitland Ward got her start in acting as a teenager when she was cast in The Bold and the
Beautiful, but it wasn’t until she joined the later seasons of the sitcom Boy Meets World that she got her
first taste of fame. As the loveable, sexy (but not too sexy) co-ed Rachel McGuire, Ward soon found
herself being typecast as the good girl next door and was repeatedly denied darker, more intriguing
roles. So she made a career change—one that required her to turn away from the Disney universe—and
eventually established herself as one of the most-respected actresses in the porn industry today. Now,
Ward reveals the ups and downs of her fascinating career, including personal stories from her time on
one of the most beloved shows of the 1990s, in this anything but a run-of-the-mill memoir. By showing
Hollywood and triple-X stardom in a whole new light, she offers a fresh and stirring perspective on the
sex industry. Ultimately a story of hope and triumph, Rated X is a sharp and provocative look at a former
Disney princess who found her fairy tale in porn.
The Jesus the Jews Never Knew
The Gospel According to Matthew
What if Jesus Had Never Been Born?
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The Gospel According to Mark
Disappointment with God
Honest Conversations and Diverse Opinions about Who He Is
Passport to Heaven
The early Christian Church was a chaos of contending beliefs. Some groups of Christians claimed that there was not
one God but two or twelve or thirty. Some believed that the world had not been created by God but by a lesser,
ignorant deity. Certain sects maintained that Jesus was human but not divine, while others said he was divine but not
human. In Lost Christianities, Bart D. Ehrman offers a fascinating look at these early forms of Christianity and shows
how they came to be suppressed, reformed, or forgotten. All of these groups insisted that they upheld the teachings
of Jesus and his apostles, and they all possessed writings that bore out their claims, books reputedly produced by
Jesus's own followers. Modern archaeological work has recovered a number of key texts, and as Ehrman shows,
these spectacular discoveries reveal religious diversity that says much about the ways in which history gets written
by the winners. Ehrman's discussion ranges from considerations of various "lost scriptures"--including forged gospels
supposedly written by Simon Peter, Jesus's closest disciple, and Judas Thomas, Jesus's alleged twin brother--to the
disparate beliefs of such groups as the Jewish-Christian Ebionites, the anti-Jewish Marcionites, and various "Gnostic"
sects. Ehrman examines in depth the battles that raged between "proto-orthodox Christians"--those who eventually
compiled the canonical books of the New Testament and standardized Christian belief--and the groups they
denounced as heretics and ultimately overcame. Scrupulously researched and lucidly written, Lost Christianities is an
eye-opening account of politics, power, and the clash of ideas among Christians in the decades before one group came
to see its views prevail.
The publication of the King James version of the Bible, translated between 1603 and 1611, coincided with an
extraordinary flowering of English literature and is universally acknowledged as the greatest influence on Englishlanguage literature in history. Now, world-class literary writers introduce the book of the King James Bible in a
series of beautifully designed, small-format volumes. The introducers' passionate, provocative, and personal
engagements with the spirituality and the language of the text make the Bible come alive as a stunning work of
literature and remind us of its overwhelming contemporary relevance.
You are invited to personally experience Jesus. This book will introduce you to the only One who gave up everything
to suffer and die for you. His Name is Jesus. On these pages you will be taken by the hand and led to His loving
heart. You will discover Jesus as Savior, Sufferer, Servant, Shepherd, Lover, Lord, Healer, Provider, Godand so much
more. Whether you have known Jesus for years or have never met Him at all, this book will help you fall in love with
Him in a life-changing way. You will discover His love, and love Him in return. Says the author, Loving Jesus is the
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highest calling and the greatest achievement you can ever have. It is a never-ending experience that will consume
you forever.
Jesus Christ is arguably the most famous man who ever lived. His image adorns countless churches, icons, and
paintings. He is the subject of millions of statues, sculptures, devotional objects and works of art. Everyone can
conjure an image of Jesus: usually as a handsome, white man with flowing locks and pristine linen robes. But what did
Jesus really look like? Is our popular image of Jesus overly westernized and untrue to historical reality? This
question continues to fascinate. Leading Christian Origins scholar Joan E. Taylor surveys the historical evidence, and
the prevalent image of Jesus in art and culture, to suggest an entirely different vision of this most famous of men. He
may even have had short hair.
The human body is a window into the very structure of God's creation and a testament to God's glory. Renowned
leprosy surgeon Dr. Paul Brand and bestselling writer Philip Yancey offer a new audience timeless reflections on the
body in this updated and combined edition of the award-winning books Fearfully and Wonderfully Made and In His
Image.
Participant's Guide : Six Sessions on the Life of Christ
Jesus
The True Story of a Zealous Mormon Missionary Who Discovers the Jesus He Never Knew
Exploring the Context, Purpose, and Meaning of the Story of God
Fearfully and Wonderfully
Have We Tamed the Son of God to Fit Our Lifestyle?
Beyond Dogmatic Religion To A More Authenthic Contemporary Faith

No part of the Bible goes unstudied in this book's search for God's hidden nature.
A stunningly innovative visual edition of the award-winning What's so amazing about grace? by bestselling author Philip
Yancey. This visual edition takes the text of the Gold Medallion Award-winning original and illustrates its themes and
message with provocative full-color photography and illustrations. You'll 'experience grace' as you interact with its
engaging visual content.
This book is based upon Christ's words and tells you how you can know for sure that you are saved and will spend
eternity in heaven. There are many false plans of salvation being taught by the great preachers of today which will not
save you or prevent you from standing before Christ at the Great White Throne Judgement. When one stands before
Christ at this judgement, they will be cast into the lake of fire for all eternity. Michael Bowen holds a Master's degree in
English (Technical and Professional Communication) from East Carolina University. He is currently teaching college-level
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English composition at a community college and operates an IBM AS400 computer at a local hospital. He enjoys
astronomy, martial arts, and reading.
Voted Book of the Year Philip Yancey’s bestselling book The Jesus I Never Knew peeled away popular stereotypes to
present a brilliant and fascinating portrait of Christ. Now individuals and groups can join Yancey in this probing look at
Jesus Christ—his teachings, his miracles, his death and resurrection, and ultimately, who he was and why he came. This
study guide helps readers press beyond the traditional picture to uncover a Jesus who is brilliant, creative, challenging,
fearless, compassionate, unpredictable, and ultimately satisfying. Each chapter begins with Yancey’s reflections on
rediscovering Jesus. Questions that stimulate journaling follow, with note-writing sections that assist the reader in· Seeing
Jesus through Scripture· Looking at Jesus Within and Without· Being Seen by Jesus· Further Glimpses of Jesus· Gazing
on Jesus This Week Also included are Yancey’s suggestions for viewing Hollywood films on Jesus, with optional
directions about film usage in studying The Jesus I Never Knew.
An eight session curriculum to study the book by the same title. Includes eight 12 minute video clips. Explores the Old
Testament.
An Understanding That Will Change Your Life
Does It Make Any Difference?
I Never Knew You
Vanishing Grace
The Jesus I Never Knew
Did Jesus Exist?
Where the Light Fell
Based on Philip Yancey's Gold Medallion Book of the Year on the life of Christ, The Jesus I
Never Knew is a six-session small group Bible study (DVD/digital video sold separately) in which
Yancey uses film portraits of Jesus and contrasts them with the Jesus of the Bible. The Jesus I
Never Knew gives you fresh, uncluttered perspectives on history's central figure—his radical
claims, his challenging teachings, and his effect on others . . . including you. This remarkable
experience will spark discussion, interaction, application, and growth. Together, you'll share
life-changing discoveries about God, the Bible, and yourself. Best of all, you'll come face-toface with the most compelling, creative, challenging, fearless, unpredictable, and ultimately
satisfying person anyone can know: Jesus Christ. This guide is filled with insights, questions
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for discussion, and applications that will help you discover the Jesus you never knew. Sessions
include: The Jesus We Thought We Knew The Teachings of Jesus The Revolutionary Grace of Jesus
The Miracles of Jesus The Death of Jesus The Resurrection, Ascension and Ongoing Presence of
Jesus Designed for use with the Jesus I Never Knew Video Study (sold separately).
Like the first-century Pharisees, we've reduced Christianity to a set of propositional beliefs.
Truth is, we've gotten away from what it really means to be a Christian. In The Jesus of
Suburbia, Mike Erre reveals that we've created a Jesus in our own image. In a fresh, startling
manner, Erre helps us understand that the real Jesus is calling us to live, act, and think in
ways that overturn the status quo. "Expect no sugar-coated sweetness about 'felt needs' and inchurch coffee bars from Erre, pastor of teaching at Rock Harbor Church in Costa Mesa, Calif.
Expect instead compelling discussion of how the Christian church has lost sight of the
revolutionary teaching and love of Jesus. 'Much of the message of American Christianity presents
Jesus as the purveyor of the American Dream,' he says. American Christians, he claims, have
reduced Jesus to a study of risk management; we want him to be 'predictable and safe.' Erre also
uses the adjectives 'insecure, threatened, naive, simplistic, mean and shortsighted' to describe
many of today's churches. He lambastes our love of theology instead of Jesus, our contentment
with 'simply knowing about him instead of knowing him.' While this protest continues in the vein
of other recent books that take a hard look at Jesus and the church (Jesus Mean and Wild; Out of
Your Comfort Zone), it offers a fresh look at how the American church must begin 'demonstrating
the message of Christ,' not merely explaining it. After all, says Erre, 'if you follow Jesus,
you follow the most radical man who ever existed.'"--Publishers Weekly
Acts is the sequel to Luke's gospel and tells the story of Jesus's followers during the 30 years
after his death. It describes how the 12 apostles, formerly Jesus's disciples, spread the
message of Christianity throughout the Mediterranean against a background of persecution. With
an introduction by P.D. James
The creators of this visual edition of Jesus designed it with the needs of contemporary
postmodern readers in mind: both spiritual seekers and the younger, more visually oriented
readers of today's culture. Jesus takes the text of the ECPA Book of the Year award-winning The
Jesus I Never Knew and illustrates its themes and message with provocative full-color
photography and visuals. Readers will understand when Yancey says, 'No one who meets Jesus ever
stays the same.'
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You know Jesus, You think he’s a nice guy,and you never forget his birthday.But the truth
is...you want more than that. You’re bored. Exhausted. Tired of the grind. You’re done with
hearing about Jesus in sermons. Reading about Jesus in devotions. You want to encounter
Jesus—and know him for who he really is. You want to experience Jesus’ love, not just admire
him. To become a follower, not just a fan. The Jesus-Centered Life... • invites you into wonder
as you explore the magnetic force of the real Jesus • frees you from a “trying harder to get
better” lifestyle, so you can follow Jesus instead • walks you through one-of-a-kind practices
that lead you into actual encounters with Jesus Packed with easy, natural, everyday life
practices that transform how you see Jesus, The Jesus-Centered Life is the perfect antidote for
a ho-hum connection to Jesus—a fresh invitation for you to make Jesus the center of your life.
This book helps you chart a clear, fulfilling path straight to the Jesus who loves you.
Grace
The Jefferson Bible
The God We Never Knew
Rated X
What's So Amazing about Grace?
Fact, Belief, Legend, Truth . . . Making Sense of What You've Heard
The New Testament You Never Knew Study Guide
Examines the question of why God allows suffering, sharing what the author learned in his meetings with those who have experienced loss in
major tragedies to illustrate how pain often strengthens the sufferer's faith in God.
The Gospel You've Never Heard
Jesus-Centered Life
The life you didn't think was possible, with the Jesus you never knew
What Ever Happened to the Good News?
What Did Jesus Look Like?
The Battles for Scripture and the Faiths We Never Knew
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